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A l'ESSAGE

FRCl'I Tl-£

PRESIDENT

Dear Members,
We usually have our spring meeting in April, but it will be held
May 6 in Santa Rosa. Most of your officers and board members will be
in Edwardsville, Illinois, for the National Irish Wolfhound Specialty
in April. Three hundred and thirty-five I.W.s are entered! Some of us
will be flying and eight of us will be driving in three vans with
eleven I. W. s. Our group consists of seven ladies and one man. I'll
reveal the identity of the one man in my next message. Hopefully we'll
have nice weather or our one man will have three vans to put snow
chains on. I know the basics of how to put chains on a car but have
never actually done it.
I'm sure we'll draw lots of attention at the rest areas. We're all
going to meet in Reno for lunch at the Peppermill and then off across
the country our caravan will proceed. Sure would be nice if our group
could win some extra money in Reno to take along.
I believe that most of our members have one or two I. W. s. I 1 ve
asked members to send in suggestions on what they would like the club
to do for them and most of you still remain silent. Well, now I am
going to turn this around and ask you to do something for the club. I
am sure every I.W. owner has a funny story to tell about his/her dog.
Would love to have some of these stories forwarded to Belle for
publication in the Hounds' Bugle. I would guess that most of you have
had the roast disappear from the counter just before the company
arrived. I even know of people who have pulled the roast out of the
I.W.'s mouth, washed it off and then served it to the guests without
ever revealing the secret. To be on the safe side, try to arrive while
the roast is still in the oven!
Or, how many of you have had a
romantic moment stopped by your I.W.? Usual response is "Dear, the dog
is licking my toes," or "Dear, the dog is kissing my ear." What do you
do? Get up, put the dog out and then laugh a lot!
Well, I hope that some of you will send in your funny dog stories.
Best wishes,
Suzanne Mccombs
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The Hounds' Bugle is published six times a year. Articles submitted for
publication are welcome and solicited; the editor reserves the right to
edit or refuse. Articles herein are the opinions of the authors and don't
necessarily reflect the views of the editor or the club. Permission to
reprint is granted to other Irish Wolfhound clubs only if full credit is
given tu Northern California Ill Club Hounds' Bugle.
Subscriptions are $7.50 a year or free with club membership .
Advertising rates are: fu 11 page with photo - $20. 00
full page w/o photo - $15.00
half page w/o photo - $ 8.00
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - FEBRUARY 19, 1989
The meeting was called to order at 12:10 P.M. by President Suzanne l.\k::Combs on the grounds of the Santa Clara
Valley Kennel Club Show. Present were: Suzanne McCombs,
Chuck & Arline Stockham, Jenny Clark, Greg & Marilyn
Shaw, Michael & Judy Bunten, Janet & Linda Souza, carol
Gabriel, Robin & Terry Burchett, Dr. John Fitzpatrick,
Don Delmore, Maria Theresa Grotano, Lynne Rosebrock,
Ken & Karen Corriea.MSP to approve the Minutes of the
last meeting as printed in the Bugle.
Treasurer's Report - John Hays sent a report in his
absence indicating a bank balance of $7179.79 as of
1/31/89. $368.85 had been earned in interest.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - Discussion took place regarding
the upcoming voting at the ASFA convention with regards
to IW Breed Disqualificatio ns. It was the general
feeling of the Board that all the disqualificatio ns be
eliminated fran the ASFA rules. We will not have a
delegate at the convention. MSP that the following new
applicants be accepted into membership: Mike Curtis,
Frank & Neva Loc:kwood,Vera Serviss, Debra Sunderland,
Stan & Jane Wandruff. Welcane! !
1989 FUNMATCH - The Fun Match will be held on May 20th
at the home of the Souza' s. Tan Powers of Powerscourt
!W's will be the judge. A delicious lunch will be sold
at a minimal price to help pay for our lure course
grounds on the Specialty weekend.
1989 SPECIALTY - Lynne Rosebrock, the Show Chainnan
indicated all plans were in progress. The date is Saturday, September 16, 1989 at the Sonana-Marin Fairgrounds in Petaluma. Volunteers established:
catalog Ads - Russ Greene and Linda Souza
catalog Sales - Arlin~ ·-Stockham
Morning Hospitality - carol Gabriel
Trophies - Greg Shaw
Lunch & Dinner - Suzanne Mccombs
Grounds - Ken Gabriel
Suzanne Mccombs, the Lure Course Chainnan, reported
that our judge will be Jane Bulman. Mo Aiken will
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run the lure machine. Volunteers for inspection, huntrnasters & field clerks include Margaret Brazelton, Carol
Gabriel, Dick Rosebrock and Kathy Smith.
MSP to judge Stud Dog, Brood Bitch, Brace & Team before
the Best of Breed Competition as per the AKC's new
option to the clubs.
MSP to have a hospitality room at the motel.
The next meeting will be held on Saturday, May 6, 1989
after the IW judging at the Mensona Kennel Club show
in Santa Rosa.
Linda Souza to check on the dates for the Sumner Golden
Gate Show so the Annual Meeting can be planned. If the
Golden Gate Show is moving to July,the Annual Meeting
will then be held after the Vallejo Show held in June.
Trophies for the future were discussed. · rt was unanimous that we continue the Annetale Trophy.
Marsia Weeks will be in charge of the St. Patrick's Day
Parade for IW's in San Francisco.
Results for the voting of judges for the 1990 Specialty:
CONFORMATION
SWEEPS
Diane Koontz
Betty Deemer
Ann Rogers Clark
Pam Paloma
Michelle Billings
Lynn Simon
Jacklyn Hungerland
James Edward Clark
Ann Gallup Marsh
J. Council Parker
Meeting was adjourned at 1:00 P.M.
Respectfull y suhnitted,
Linda Souza
Secretary

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ever occur to you why some of us can be this much concerned with
animals suffering? Because government is not. Why not? Animals don't
vote.
- Paul Harvey
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AND THE WINNERS ARE •

Golden Gate KC
Judge:Mrs. B Stenmark

February 4 & 5,1989
4/4/7

BOB-Ch.Sldhe Clooty of Gilla Machree - Heskett
BOS,BOW,WD-Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
RWD-Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
WB-Dayne of Castlemaine - Shaw

Santa Clara Valley KC
Judge:Mrs. P.M. Waterhouse

February 19, 1989

BOB-Ch. Bailebrae Summerfield Tur Og - Grotano
BOS- Ch. Tory Beauty of Limerick - Burchett
WD-Carroy Michael 0 1 Magnum - Rosebrock
RWD-Connemara's Finn of Rathkeale - Wandruff
WB-Kellcastle 1 s Rachel McBrea - Stockham
RWB-Destiny Melody O'Mohr - Mccombs

Richmond Dog Fanciers Club
Judge: Janet Wilcox

March 25, 1989
2/5/2

BOB-Ch. Tory Beauty of Limerick - Burchett
BOS,BOW,WD- Mack of Limerick - Souza
RWD-Sandcastle 's -Boru O'Darrowby - Foor/Eitreim
WB-Destiny Melody O'Mohr - Mccombs
RWB-Major Acres Queen Grainne - Gabriel/Major

Oakland KC
~udge: Glen Sommers
BOB-Ch. Tory Beauty of Limerick - Burchett
BOS-Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
BOW,WD-Mack of Limerick - Souza
WB-Destiny Melody 0 1 Mohr - Mccombs
RWB-Kellcastle's Rachel McBrea - Stockham

March 26, 1989
1/4/2
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Improving Survival In Bloat
Morris Animal Foundation

Dogs which survive surgery for bloat aren't out of the woods. Many
die after surgery, even though their stomachs have successful ly been
decompressed and rotated back to proper position.
Stephen Badylak,DVM,PhD,MD and Gary Lantz,DVM of Purdue University
believe they can help reduce the number of bloat deaths. They are
studying how circulatory problems relate to bloat.
Because the expanded stomach shuts off a great deal of the dog 1 s
blood supply, the animal is in severe shock. Stomach pressure prevents
the dog from breathing normally, so the body doesn't receive enough
blood or oxygen.
Whenever blood flow to a body part is interrupted, cells recieve no
oxygen to fuel them, so they stop operating. However, the real damage
occurs when blood flow returns and oxygen is available again. A
complex chemical reaction occurs in the cells, releasing chemical
compounds of oxygen known as oxygen radicals which poison the cells,
causing cell death. This is called reperfusion injury. Ors. Badylak
and Lantz determined that reperfusion injury does occur following
surgery for bloat.
Current bloat treatment focuses on decompressing the stomach,
untwisting it if a torsion has occurred, and treating the shock. The
doctors took treatment one step further, giving dogs experimental
drugs which prevent the action of the oxygen radicals, and survival
rates improved.
These drugs, however, are not commercially available, so the
scientists will test two drugs which are readily available. One drug
is an iron chelator which blocks the chemical transformation of the
toxic products. The other, DMSO, binds the oxygen radicals before they
have a chance to do any damage. Either drug or a combination of the
two may help solve the reperfusion injury problem.
Ors. Badylak and Lantz believe that reperfusion problems may also
account for the erratic heart rhythms experienced by some dogs after
an episode of bloat. These heart arrhythmias may contribute to the
death of dogs which survive the initial surgery.
"We 1 re looking at the treatment, but we still don 1 t know the cause
of bloat," Dr. Lantz said. "The death rate for these dogs is down to
40 percent , but it 1 s still too high to be acceptable. And there are
too many complications. About 92 hours post surgery is the safety
point now. 11 The doctors hope that their study will remove part of the
complications and give a better outlook for dogs undergoing surgery
for bloat.
- Companion Animal News - April 1989
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TO: ALL A.K.C. APPROVED JUDGES OF IRISH WOLFHOUNDS
FROM:Board of Directors, THE IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB OF AMERICA,Inc.

In the last few years, there appears to have been an increase in
the number of Irish Wolfhounds displaying unacceptable breed
temperament, both aggression and shyness. The Board of Directors of
the Irish Wolfhound Club of America is therefore requesting that
judges consider temperament when evaluating wolfhounds in the show
ring. Because most judges have only been exposed to the typical
wolfhound, whose nature should be and is most often gentle, confident
and even-mannered, they may not expect to see either aggression or
shyness.
The first sentence in the standard of excellence and number two in
the "List of Points in Order of Merit" describe the wolfhound as being
"Of great size and commanding appearance." Stable temperament is not
only desirable in the wolfhound for reasons of fulfilling his original
purpose and also his modern role as companion, it is demanded by the
standard. Dogs with unacceptable temperaments should be penalized to
the degree that their temperaments are judged unacceptable. Never
should extremely shy or aggressive wolfhounds be awarded championship
points. If mentally unsound wolfhounds win in the show ring, we are
not doing "all possible to bring their natural qualities to
perfection," as required by the by-laws of the parent club. Irish
Wolfhounds with bad temperaments are not only untypical, they are a
danger to society.
When judging Irish Wolfhounds, we request that you look for the
usual signs of aggression or shyness, such as unprovoked snarling,
growling, any snapping or attempts at biting, cowering from people,
rolling of eyes, avoidance of eye contact, extreme agitation or
trembling, extreme stillness of the legs and body, reluctance to gait
to the judge. A handler should not have to resort to a vice-like grip
on the dog to present him for examination or to keep him in the ring
and should never choke the dog when standing or gaiting.Judges should
always request that Irish Wolfhounds be shown on a loose lead in order
to better evaluate movement and temperament.
There is a wide variation in the breed's enjoyment or tolerance of
showing and some hounds with perfect temperaments completely dislike
the show ring. Judges must be careful not to penalize dogs that are
merely unhappy being where they are nor should they necessarily
penalize inexperienced or poorly trained and presented hounds on their
behavior alone if they are able to adequately examine and evaluate
these dogs against the standard. Some male wolfhounds may grumble in
the presence of other male dogs. This should neither be encouraged nor
penalized.
If the true purpose of dog shows is to seek out unprejudiced
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Letter to Judges cont'd-

evaluation of our animals for possible inclusion in a breeding
program,those who make those evaluations will have a strong influence
on the future of the breed. It is our hope that you will take
temperament into consideration along with all of the other aspects of
the standard of excellence when judging the Irish Wolfhound.
For further information please contact:
Eugenia Hunter,President
905 West Cherry
Carbondale,IL 62901

The preceding letter was sent out by the IWCA in January 1989 and
appeared in a recent Irish Wolfhound Association of New England
newsletter. At an IWANE Board of Directors meeting the letter was
discussed and the following pertinent points were made; "They [members
of the Board] understand the intent of the above letter, however this
presentation left too many statements open to mis-interpretation.
"Some of the Board members felt that one critical issue pointed out by
them and other readers of this letter, was the Irish Wolfhound
labelled as an aggressive animal, which opens up our breed to 'Breed
specific' legislation, thereby possibly finding our hounds banned from
communities. Organizations such as the ADDA spend their time and money
currently fighting breed specific legislation.
"A second issue is that at a time when the AKC is trying to
standardize all breed standards, a move which the IWCA is resolutely
fighting against, is it wise to ask judges to judge on points which
are NOT included in our standard?
"Finally, a shy, cowering dog cannot be evaluated and thus is
automatically eliminated from consideration at a show and an
aggressive one is covered by AKC 'Rules applying to registration and
dog shows,' Chapter 14, Section 9A."

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Onion Alert

The American Animal Hospital Association reports a problem faced by a
dog which devoured his owner's leftover liver and onions. The problem
was anemia and the culprit was onions.
Anemia is a condition caused by the destruction of the red blood
cells which carry oxygen in the blood. Onions actually "attack" the
cell protein called hemoglobin and causes the dog to pass blood in
its urine. Owners may notice that the pet is acting weak and/or
vomiting.
As with any illness, the AAHA suggests that a veterinarian be
contacted immediately. If caught in the early stages, the vet may
induce vomiting to offset the gastric upset and may also prevent
dehydration with I.V. therapy.
- Kennel Healthline
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CONDITIONING SIGHTHOUNDS (PART 1:
By: Becca Roberts

EXERCISE)

(Originally published in the Field Advisory News, 12/B2.
permission.)

Reprinted by

*** *

Minimal research into the subject of conditioning sighthounds for lure
coursing or open field hunting has revealed two basic considerations.
One, conditioning must be observed as a three-point topic: exercise
(Part I), nutrition (Part II), and safety precautions (Part III).
Two, there is an alarming lack of technical research conducted and
precise information available on conditioning sighthounds. Much of
what we are about to explore is theory, generally based on studies
conducted for humans (marathon runners) or horses (50- to 100-mile
endurance competitors).
The physiology of the sighthound is not accurately compared
to a human or a horse, so a certain margin o.f error must be allowed
in theories discussed. However, this article has been reviewed by
a veterinarian, a biology instructor, an athletic director, and nUinerous sighthound owners. We have attempted to present both plausible
theory and adequate technical explanation for the amature sighthound
owner-trainer.

BIOLOGICALLY SPEAKING
For
ing
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

the purposes of this discussion, we would like to list the followassumptions:
hound breeds have the same muscles, identified by specific names.
although hounds share muscles, by name, they do not necessarily
share the same distribution of muscle fiber.
slow twitch fibers have a higher aerobic (explanation to follow)
production capability, they have more mitochondria in the cell
(where energy production occurs), they contract slower than fast
twitch fibers, and are usually found in greater quantity within
the muscles of world-class marathoners.1
fast twitch fibers have a higher anaerobic energy production capability, they contract faster than slow twitch fibers, fatigue more
quickly than slow twitch fibers, and are usually found in greater
quantity in the muscles of world-class sprinters.•
to my knowledge, thorough studies have not been conducted to determine if sighthounds have a predominance of slow twitch or fast
twitch fibers, and it certainly would prove very entertaining to
compare muscle fibers between the breeds of sighthounds. Would
we discover, for instance, a predominance of slow twitch fiber
in Salukis, a predominance of fast twitch in Borzoi, and, perhaps,
a 50-50 ratio in Collies?

Since we have mentioned aerobic capability, it is only considerate of the nov_ice reader to take some time to briefly explain the
process of respiration within the cell. Basically, respiration is

the chemical process by which the mitochondria within the cell produce energy. Oxygen is necessary for "aerobic" respiration, where
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen combine with oxygen to result in carbon
dioxide, water, and energy. It is possible to require energy faster
than the body can provide oxygen to the cell for this aerobic respiration (such as when you are sprinting). The process, then, must
continue operation in "oxygen debt" for the activity (!Sprinting} to
continue.
To continue sprinting "anaerobic" respiration must begin.
Lactic acid is produced to continue the production of energy, in the
absence of oxygen. Although it is necessary, lactic acid has two
disadvantages: it slows the muscle contractions down and it causes
cramping. Lactic acid is produced until the oxygen debt is no longer
in evidence (when the muscle has recovered from the exercise).
Exhibitors please note: walking your hound after stressful
exercise keeps circulation and breathing temporarily at a level above
normal, increasing oxygen supply to the cells, allowing the oxygen
to remove some of the lactic acid.
Benefit: less cramping and
stiffness after the event.
Again, consider the slow twitch fiber as being capable of
avoiding oxygen debt longer, although it is basically slower. Consider the fast twitch fiber as capable of faster contraction, less
dependent on immediate supply of oxygen, but less capable of stamina.
Theory: The hound with a predominance of slow twitch muscle fiber
can be capable of running five miles at that individual's top speed,
while the hound with a predominance of fast twitch fibers will "blow
the blanket" off the first hound, but will "burn-out" within a mile.
Fine in theory, but how does a trainer develop, condition,
and prime or encourage a hound to do its bes t in each run?
LSD VS. INTERVAL TRAINING
If we theorize that slow twitch fiber is called into play when
stamina is required, it is logical to further assume that to promote
the most efficient use of slow twitch fiber, circulation and breathing must be at peak efficiency (slow twitch fiber is dependent on
aerobic respiration). Long, slow, distance (LSD training) develops
circulation and breathing efficiency, therefore, LSD can develop
stamina and the most effective use of slow twitch fiber.
If we theorize that fast twitch fiber is responsible for speed
but is less dependent on immediate oxygen supply (anaerobic respiration), we can also assume that training the muscle fiber for fast
reaction and stress is more important than developing the circulation
and breathing mechanisms. Interval training, while increasing breathing and circulation capacity, is primarily geared towards increasing
fast contraction of muscle tissue. Interval training is necessary
for developing fast twitch fiber; therefore, speed.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Many thanks to Jane Kit Christie for sub•itting .this very interesting
article, for obtaining the per•ission fro• FAN to reprint it, and,
•ost of all, for typing it for the Bugle. Because of its length it
11ill be serialized, but it's 11ell 11orth the 11aitl Keep typing, .J ane!!
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Remember, the above ideas are theories, and many involved in athletics or training performance animals do not necessarily agree with
these ideas. They are suggested here for the sake of the discussion.
To make valid decisions on what type of program you want to follow with your hound, you must first understand the foundation of the
two basics discussed here. Primarily, interval training is two or
more successive sharp works interspersed with brief period of recovery--recovery time that is inadequate for total recovery of the system. Obviously, some simple knowledge of the function of the animal
(best determined by heart rate) must be put to use to actually know
when the animal is working at peak performance and when the animal
is not, yet, fully recovered.
Take your dog 1 s pulse rate at rest, every day for accurate
records. As exertion begins, the rate goes up in relation to the
severity of that exertion, up to a point. The higher the rate per
minute, above normal, the longer the recovery time to reach normal
once again. As the animal reaches peak condition, more work can be
accomplished with less elevation in heart rate and quicker recoveries. It follows that a proper training program would require the
use of a diary for recording this data.
When taking a pulse, you are counting pulses of blood through
the artery under your fingers as the artery contracts. When taking
a heart rate, you are counting the number of heart beats per minute.
For accuracy, you should take both the pulse rate and the heart rate,
or you should consistently take only the pulse rate each day (or consistently take only the heart rate each day). It is not advisable
to take the pulse rate one time and the heart rate another time, as
the two counts may not always coincide exactly.
To take the pulse rate of the dog, feel for the femur, or the
long bone in the thigh (rear leg) • Press firmly on the inside of
the thigh, roll your fingers off the . bone toward the front of this
bone, until you feel the pulse. On sighthounds a light touch is usually sufficient to feel a pulse in the femoral artery.
To take the heart rate of the dog, feel the beat behind and a
little above the elbow on the left side of the dog's chest.
Please note that resting heart rate varies considerably in dogs,
based primarily on body mass, with larger dogs have a slower resting
pulse rate than smaller dogs.
As a matter of interest, you might like to record the repiratory
(sic) rate in your conditioning diary. To take this rate, watch the
rise and fall of the ribs, count each rise and fall as one breath.
Breathing rate increases with exercise, and, as with pulse rate,
recovery rate depends on the condition of the animal. As condition
improves, respiratory rate will go down. If the dog is panting, simply note that the hound is panting, rather than counting breaths.
A substantial interval training schedule for a sighthound might
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include a program such as the following: Maintenance of prime condition, 3 to 4 days per week (day on, day off, day on, etc.}:
(l} one mile walk, warm-up; (2) half mile full gallop; (3) half
mile walk, cool-down, but not total recovery; (4) half mile full
gallop; (5) one mile walk, cool-down (complete recovery):
---The theory behind interval training is that the second . (or
consecutive) training burst of speed comes before recovery is complete to stress the lungs and circulatory capabilities enough to
promote greater function.
Suggested mileage greatly differs between trainers, in part
depending on the breed, on the individual hounds, and primarily
dependent upon the individual trainer's personal opinion. Suggestions have ranged from a one to two mile walk per day, to ten miles
Qf brisk training. It should be sufficient to say that the trainer
will have to guage his program on the hound's condition, taking
into consideration the hound's heart-breathing rates and temperature before, during, and after each workout. Basing the program
for one hound on another hound's performance is probably inadequate.
Long, slow, distance training focuses on building heart and
lung capacity by requiring long periods of exercise, followed by
rest periods that allow total recovery. A typical long, slow, distance schedule for a sighthound might resemble this plan: Maintenance · of prime condition, 3 to 4 days per week (day on, day off,
day on, etc.): (1) half mile walk, warm-up; (2) five miles trotting, brisk, or a slow gallop; (3) one mile cool-down, walking.
We have been told that trotting uses "different muscles" than
galloping. One might want to conclude, then, that LSD training
is not going to accomplish much if conducted at a trot, since you
want the hounds to perform at top speed. However, it might also
be assumed that a hound can last longer--more mileage and more time
--at a trot than at a gallop. The purpose of LSD training is to
establish the development of breathing and circulation; therefore,
this conclusion has little validity for LSD training.
It is difficult to say how long it will take to get an individual hound in peak condition, but eight weeks is an approximate
time span. Prime condition, though, is more easily maintained than
achieved, so the conditioning program can be adjusted for maintenance once an animal is determined to be in "good shape."
Some Greyhound breeder-trainers believe that if a hound constantly practices at the same speed, speed simply will not improve.
Although there may be some validity to this thought, there is also
some question as to whether it is truly possible to improve a
l1ound 1 s speed. Considering all the variables responsible for speed
on any given day, it might be more logical to attempt to improve
the length of time that speed can be held, rather than to change
the speed itself.
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Rules of the House
From the San Francisco SPCA

Attention all dogs and cats • • • •
lllhen you 1 re sick:

If you have to throw up, get into a chair quickly, or onto a sofa,
or try to find an Oriental rug. Lacking an Oriental rug, a shag carpet is good.

About doors:
Do not allow closed doors in any room. To get one open, stand on
your hind legs and hammer with your forepaws. Once the door is opened
for you, it is not necessary to use it. You can change your mind.
When you have ordered an outside door opened, stand half in and
half out and think about several things. This is particularly important during very cold weather and during mosquito season.
Avoid swinging doors.
About Guests:
First determine quickly which guest hates animals and stay close to
him all evening. Put your paws on the dinner table and try to put them
in the food. Tall dogs, don't forget to lick clean as many dishes as
possible before they are cleared away.
When rubbing against trouser legs, select fabric colors that
attractively contrast your own. For example, white fur stands out
nicely on a good black wool.
Always accompany guests to the bathroom. If you feel it 1 s a warm
night, push open the bathroom door after they' re halfway through
whatever they went in for.
General:
Never eat food from your own bowl. Steal from the table or from
another dog 1 s bowl. When drinking water always bury your muzzle as
deeply into the water as possible so there will be plenty on your
whiskers to share with everyone in the room. This rule also applies to
mud and water you bring in from outside on your feet, and again
remember to select clothes colors to contrast nicely with the mud.
When supervising cooking, sit just behind the left heel of the
cook. This way you cannot be seen and you stand a better chance of
being stepped on, apologized to and loved.
At night, choose the most comfortable section of the human's bed.
Usually that will be right in the center. The middle of the pillow is
also very desirable. Snore, if possible.
- Thanks to the NCWFA Newsletter
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EYE INJURIES
by Rena Leake
Information Specialist
University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine

As a general rule, every eye injury should be considered an
emergency. While something minor can look awful, something major may
look like nothing at all until a few weeks later. It 1 s better to
overreact and find out that it 1 s not a crisis than to assume an injury
is minor and find out later that the eye is severely damaged.
For example, a very small cut near the eye can cause a lot of
bleeding but is a relatively minor wound and easily treatable. A
perforation of the cornea, on the other hand, introduces infection and
could be disastrous but may not even bleed at first.
Owners, therefore, should bring a pet with an eye injury to a
veterinarian for evaluation as soon as possible. If a veterinarian is
not immediately available, the animal should be kept quiet, and it
should be placed in a dark room if the injury causes the eye to be
sensitive to light. Putting socks over the animal's feet and taping them
around the legs can prevent further injury from the animal rubbing and
scratching the wound. To soothe pain and swelling, a warm compress made
with water and a soft, clean cloth should be applied, as long as it is
just laid on the eye and no pressure is exerted. Eye products designed
for human use should be avoided, since many contain steroids that are
extremely harmful i f the cornea has been scratched or perforated and
infection is present.
The most common causes of eye injuries to pets are: fights with other
animals (which can cause proptosis, a condition where the globe of the
eye is pushed forward and the lids drawn back behind the globe - or
eyeball), cat scratches, a puppy in a litter accidentally sticking
another puppy with a toenail, car accidents and "freak" accidents.
Windblown debris, when the pet rides in a car with its head sticking out
the window, is the cause of many serious injuries.
Treatment for minor injuries can be as simple as prescription for
antibiotic ointments or removal of a foreign body under short
anesthesia. More serious cases may require surgery to repair the cornea
or, in the case of proptosis, to replace the globe behind the eyelids.
The most extreme possibility in the case of extensive infection would be
the removal of the entire eye.
Despite the extent of injury and treatment, pets nearly always
recover from eye inJuries. It's extremely rare to lose an animal because
of trauma to the eye.

Canine Central Nervous System Reticulosis
The cause of this disease is unknown. The clinical signs are
devastating
paralysis of the limbs, inability to urinate
normally, fever, temperament change all coming on very suddenly in
otherwise healthy animals. A cure is unavailable and the prognosis
is serious, with death inevitable within months to two years at most.
The disease is underdiagnosed and underreported. It may actually
represent up to 25 percent of the primary canine central nervous
system neoplasms diagnosed when there is a postmortem examination. It
has been reported with increasing frequency during the last few years.
As of now there is no cure, but treatment to relieve the animal's
suffering and even to restore it to normal function is available. Dogs
treated with a drug as commonly used as prednisolone have, within a
few days of therapy, been able to rise, stand without assistance and
walk, eat and drink. Moreover, relapses have been reversed by an
increase in drug dose. Studies at the University of Illinois show that
dogs with central nervous system reticulosis can go into remission and
the progression of the disease can be slowed for as long as two years.
Some other facts about the disease have emerged from the Illinois
studies. -For instance, no breed or sex predilection is apparent. Young
to middle-aged dogs (three to nine years old) seem to be the preferred
targets. Little is known about how the disease develops in the first
place, but one supposition is that the original inflammation in the
central nervous system might undergo a transformation into a cancer.
Because the change seen in cells is similar to that in infectious
encephalitis, it has been suggested that there is some link with the
canine distemper virus. The precise link - and it may be a link with
the modified live vaccine against distemper rather than the virus
itself - is still unknown.
- Animal Health Newsletter
March 1989
Having lost a beautiful _ four-year-old Irish Wolfhound to this
cruel disease, we can testify as to how truly devastating it is for
both the victim and the owner. To watch a healthy young dog, suddenly
stricken with paralysis so complete that he can move only his head,
look at you with eyes of bewilderment and supplication, is unbearable.
After one brief partial remission, the paralysis struck again and
there was but one kind thing to do.
- Ed.
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I hope to make people realize how totally helpless animals are,
how dependent on us • • • that we will be kind and take care of their
needs. (They) are an obligation put on us, a responsibility we have
no right to neglect nor to violate by cruelty.
- James Herriot
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Pyrethrin Poisoning
Many flea control products are pyrethrin- and pyrethroid- based.
According to the Illinois Animal Poison Information Center, these
insecticide s have been involved with serious toxicosis in dogs and
cats.
Symptoms include tremors, incoordinat ion, convulsions , hyperexcita bility and profuse salivation. Treatment involves thoroughly bathing
the animal with a mild detergent shampoo, following which his Vet
will administer specific therapy.
Always read labels carefully. The use of a product for the first time
should be done sparingly to determine if there is a sensitivity to it
and animals which have been exposed to other insecticida l
preparation s within the past 2 weeks should not be exposed to a new
insecticide .
- Companion Animal Practice
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UMBILICAL HERNIAS IN PUPPIES
by Rena Leake
Information Specialist
University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine
A slight swelling on the abdomen of a new puppy could mean it has
an umbilical hernia. While such hernias are usually not serious, they
should be watched carefully to make sure complicatio ns don't arise.
An umbilical hernia is a hole in the abdominal wall in the area
where the umbilical cord was attached. An opening occurs there when
muscle tissue does not grow together as it should during normal
development. The opening can be either large or small.
The cause of this type of hernia is uncertain. It could be
congenital or inherited, or it could · be the result of how the cord was
treated at birth; it may have been cut too short or the mother might
have pulled on it too hard. The veterinaria n giving a puppy its first
check-up should always examine the abdomen for any signs of swelling
that could signal a hernia. Often it is not serious and surgical
treatment to close the opening can wait.
However, if the intestines enter the hole and become strangulate d,
then the situation is an emergency. The hernia may contract around the
protruding intestine, preventing it from returning to the abdominal
cavity and cutting off the blood supply. This condition can be
life-threate ning and requires immediate surgery.
With surgical treatment, puppies usually have no further problems
in this regard.

Are You Killing Your Dog?
by
Fred Lanting
What is killing the promising younger adult show dogs? I believe
the way people keep and treat dogs has much to do with the answer.
Until recently, very little was known of the cause/effect
relationship of stress and illness. We are now learning, in near
quantum jumps, a great deal about the immune system. Much of this
information has come from research into the AIDS epidemic. The AIDS
viruses attack and destroy the immune system, and the victim dies
because he is unable to defend himself against a wide variety of
invading microorganisms.
Humans are not alone in suffering from psychosomatic disorders,
though we may be more susceptible, and certainly are better equipped
by means of conscious will power to control them. Dogs, especially
those breeds and individuals which need companionship more, can be
greatly affected in health by the way we treat them.
I 1 ve seen many show dogs confined to small runs, even to airline
shipping crates, for most of their existence. Puppies who have
interacted with their dam and with each other in a large puppy pen
grow up to find themselves sentenced to "cells", even solitary
confinement for long periods.
Studies at the University of Maryland confirm what astute lay
observers have known all along - but now we know more about how and
why; loneliness can be a killer. Loneliness lowers resistance to
disease and weakens both immune and cardiovascular systems. Recent
work in immunology and epidemiology indicates it is a leading cause of
premature death. Dogs are victims of the environment we create for
them.
We have a littl~ less than an acre of fenced area dedicated solely
to our dogs. It includes a wide-open field for running and playing, an
area of shade trees , dirt for digging, a kennel building for shelter
from rain and some concrete to lie and eat on. All our dogs run
together - pups and old dogs. We have practically no problems with
fleas, and I've found dogs given plenty of exercise, fresh air and
sunlight can cope with and shrug off the normal flea population that
exists in the gi:ass. I am convinced the same is .true in regard to
parasites of microbial dimensions as well. If we can't give all
our dogs the time in jogging, training and playing that they deserve,
we should give them room to romp with canine playmates and avoid
loneliness and boredom.
Whatever it takes to increase contact with your dogs, giving up
hobbies or other activities in order to spend more time with them,
try to follow the suggestion on that popular bumper sticker : "Have
you hugged your dog today?"
- Submitted by Mary Major

II
You Know You're Supporting Your Vet When ••••••••
by Cheryl Grahm
His receptionist knows your voice on the phoneHis finance company sends you the bill for his new PorscheYou 1 ve a standing Monday morning appointment ••• and you always need itHe has a kennel run with your name on itHis letterhead lists you as his partnerYou must make monthly paymentsHis kids send you letters from PrincetonYour dogs think his office is homeYour in-laws think his office is your vacation homeHe asks you to seiect the colors for his new officeYou know where everything is and the staff doesn'tHe tells you that he's going to retire and he's only 35He tells you he's going to retire but he'll still see you as a client
so he can keep making his house payment.
- Sandia DOC, New Mexico & Pasanita
Obedience News. Borrowed from DVIWC
via IWC Central N.Y. Newsletter and
thanks to Faol Cu - PVIWC •

• •
Suggestions from Pacific Partyline
by Eleanor Price
Do you have a dog with
seemingly
incurable
car
sickness? Attach a static
strip under the car, similar
to the ones used by truck
drivers.
Think twice before you take
home a grocery store cardboard
box. It may have been sprayed
with poisonous insecticide to
protect products from insects.
It could kill a young puppy if
used as a bed.
Dog World
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FLORENCE NAGLE
1894-1988
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The passing of someone who has been as much of a presence to a breed
as Mrs. Nagle has been to the Irish Wolfhound can't go unnoted. While
it may be "ancient history" now, and while much has been written
about her, the following article from The Irish Wolfhound Magazine of
England, reprinted with permission in the March issue of The Gentle
Giant, paints her picture well with just a few strokes, and gives us
several things to think about. - Ed.
SHE SET A STANDARD
Mrs. Nagle represented for the dog game a whole way of living
that with her death is now lost forever. It is impossible for most
people to appreciate the depth of experience in dogs of someone who
obtained her first Wolfhound before the First World War and had been
"at the top" virtually ever since. And not just in dogs - she was a
stockwoman of a type now almost vanished.
Mrs. Nagle's outstanding characteristic was her strength - strength
of character and strength of will . Yes, this was backed up for most of
her years by money, but her life had not always been comfortable and
clearly she drew from her early failures when building up her
extraordinary successes of the last half-century or more.
This strength is all too lacking today when so much that goes on in
the world of dogs seems so petty. Mrs. Nagle would have had little
patience with those who are so anxious to judge, to win or to "get
on". She was intensely and successfully competitive, yes, but the dogs
came first.
In Wolfhounds her great achievement was not the Crufts BIS, nor the
many CCs she won, but the establishment of a strain dominant for the
attributes she considered important. In Setters, too, her successes
were remarkable but again she had a higher aim - to maintain the
dual-purpose nature of the breed. It is sad that so few others have
carried on her crusade.
Most dog people will remember Mrs. Nagle as "the person who got
women into the Kennel Club. 11 [The Kennel Club of England which
originally excluded women from membership - Ed.] And let no one forget
her struggles and those of her colleagues, nor consider their eventual
victory as one easily achieved. In the end, her toughness and
determination won through. It was ironic that it should have fallen to
someone born in the last century to drag the KC into this one, albeit
some 70 years late.
Dur point in paying tribute to someone who enjoyed challenges and
always rose to them, is to hope that the standards she represented and
which are so seldom in evidence today, will be maintained. Mrs. Nagle
aimed at and achieved the heights; she hated injustice and unfairness;
and not only did_ she breed good dogs but she knew exactly why they
were good and of what they should be capable.
- The Irish Wolfhound Magazine
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CHICKEN.
I.RICE.
1
)

Only the best dry doa food in the world has them.
Veterinarians. Breeders. Nutritionists. For some years
they've been urging us to make a dog food with chicken, lamb
and rice.
So when we made MAX, we did it right. With high quality ingredients like premium California chicken, long grain
rice and grass-fed lamb.
This combination is the purest source of protein and fat
that you can get at any price. And you can see the results*:
In skin and coat. In energy. In stool. And in the way your dog
will make MAX disappear.
Chicken. Lamb. Rice.You can't find them in just any
dog food.
Just in the best one.

Nutro's MAX™
Nutro Products Inc., (818) 968-0532

*Stop by our booth for the complete test results and a free sample.
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